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Take a trip to the Cultural Fair
Haemi Kim and Yee Lim Shin -- Staff Writers

Snow blew outside on Feb 23 as the Grille
area filled with laughter and music in different
languages. It was a Saturday night, and the air
buzzed with anticipation as people lined up
at booths to taste different types of food from
around the world.
Hosted by the Students Without Borders Club,
students from 23 countries in Asia, North and
South America, Africa and Europe brought a
taste of home to Iowa.
The Cultural Fair consisted of three sections: a
time to eat and look at the different booths from
various countries, a time marvel at the colorful
traditional clothing in the fashion show, and a
chance to enjoy the breath-taking performances
by Dordt students.
“I thought it was interesting to see all of the
different cultures of Dordt students and try the
different foods,” senior Josh Vollink said.
With their theme of “Take a Trip with Us,”

the emcees, juniors Alan Park and Sarah Siglin,
took the role of pilot and flight attendant for the
event. They gave out programs in the shape of
passports so people could ‘fly’ from booth to
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booth and get stamps in each country.
“I really liked emcees Sarah and Alan. They
were hilariously genuine, and I thought the
airplane and ‘Take a Trip with Us’ theme was

really fun,” sophomore Danikka Jackson said,
“ The references to the fire alarms going off in
East Campus and the invisible seat belts were
some nice touches.”
“I enjoyed going around and getting signatures
from every person at each booth,” junior
Elizabeth Eckels said. “I really wish I could’ve
kept my passport.”
The fashion show consisted of a variety
of
different
clothing
from
different
countries. There were also a variety of
performances shown in the talent show.
“My favorite part was probably watching the
Koreans perform martial arts,” junior Allison
Wordes said. “Who would think of putting
Tae Kwon Do to the Pirates of the Caribbean
soundtrack? That was pretty lit.”
Although eating different types of food,
looking at different types of clothing and
listening to different types of music are all
important, the real key of Cultural Fair is how
Continued on page 8

Dordt Dining gives back at Prairie Grass Film Challenge
Hoops Happening
hosts award ceremony
Connor Van Hulzen -- Staff Writer

Last week Tuesday, the Dordt community
gathered in the Rec Center to play plinko,
bean bag toss and knock-out; race through
an inflatable obstacle course; and take part in
a raffle for an assortment of items including
a set of pots and pans, a basketball hoop, a
PlayStation 4, an Xbox One and multiple TVs.
All this was put together by Dordt Dining
Services at an event called Hoops Happening.
“Dordt has a partnership with Pepsi, who
gives the Dining Services a certain amount
of money which is meant to be used for a
marketing event,” Dordt Dining’s Catering
Manager Mindi Sneller said. Hoops is that
marketing event for Dordt.
“We do Hoops because we really want to
give back to the students at Dordt,” Sneller
said. “Without the students, none of us in the
Dining Services would be here and have the
opportunities we do to serve this wonderful
community.”
To help with the food service at Hoops, the
Commons was closed for the night. Carnivalthemed food was aplenty, with cotton candy,
sliders and mini corn dogs being served.
“We’ve learned over the years what the

students want, so we make sure to give out lots
of prizes, like the pop and candy,” Sneller said.
The addition of hula hoop competitions and
male and female knock-out games are examples
of things that came from student input.
As an extra incentive, the winners of the
knock-out competitions were rewarded with
32-inch TVs. Senior Carly Tillema won the
female knock-out competition, and junior Ben
Heuvelhorst won the male competition.
“We look forward to it every year because it’s
pretty outside of our normal way of operating,”
Sneller said. “We choose February because
Hoops is a fun celebration during a time that
most often isn’t too fun due to snow and the
cold.”
Between the raffles, the knock-out
competition, the carnival food and the other
carnival games, Hoops gave students a fun way
to spend the night and brought some needed
energy to campus in one of the dreariest times
of year.
“It was a pretty great night. I didn’t go in with
high expectations, but I came out of it with a
great time,” freshman Dylan Ash said. “The
whole thing was fun, especially the obstacle
course.”
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Meribole -- Staff Writer, with
contributions from Garth Van Donselaar Chief Editor
Joshua

The 2019 Prairie Grass Film Challenge
Awards Ceremony took place on February 22,
showcasing short films from teams around the
country competing for the Best of High School,
Best of College and Best of Post-College
categories.
This year, the participating teams had to
incorporate a prop, a character, a line of
dialogue and a genre from a provided list into
their short films.
Although former Dordt alumni won in their
category, no team currently attending Dordt
College won did. The Dordt-based team
Obscure Studios did manage to be the runnerup for the Best of College category with their
film Shades of Conscience.
The Best of College award went to Kalta
Studios from South Dakota University with the
film Rift. Kalta Studios was given the character
prompt of a “writer,” which they interpreted as
a coder. The coder in the short film writes code,
attempting to create a Virtual Reality world.
Throughout the film, it is hard to distinguish
what is the virtual reality world and what is real.
In the end, viewers are left to evaluate their lives
in relationship to technology and their friends.
For the Best of High School, Movie Knight
Productions from Unity Christian won with
their film, Dream Come True. They also won
the previous year in the same category.
Dream Come True tells the story of a boy
who learns to lucid dream. In his lucid dreams,
he feels that he can do anything that he would
not do, or isn’t brave enough to do while he is
awake. The way that he knows that he is lucid
dreaming is with a cup of tea at his bedside,
similar to the top in Inception.
The winners of the Best of Post-College
award, Player 2 Productions, have won many
awards over the years for their work in PGFC.
Their Black Mirror inspired film, BROTHER,
features a main character who is in not allowed
to leave his house as he has been placed under
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house arrest. A robot called BOBB13 is assigned
to monitor him, and he tries desperately to
escape from it.
Ben Kuiper, Dordt alum and Team Leader
of Player 2 Productions, says he felt the postcollege competition was a lot more relaxed, as
there were fewer people to compete with.
The winner of Best of Show went to team
Mike, with the film All in the Details, which
tells the story of a detective trying desperately
to solve a murder case, who sees aspects of the
case in the book he is reading.
Films can be viewed and voted on for the
People’s Choice awards on the PGFC film
website (pgfc.film).
PGFC is currently slated to run from January
16 – 18 next year, with the Awards Ceremony
on the 21st of February.
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Trump declares emergency Mark the calendar: Dordt
changes school schedule
to fund a border wall
Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer
President Trump declared a national emergency
on February 15th to free up funds to complete a
border wall along the United States’ border with
Mexico. This comes in direct response to Congress
not meeting the requests of the President earlier in
the year during the longest government shutdown
in the nation’s history.
President Trump signed the proposed spending
bill to keep the government open; however, it
contained only $1.3 billion for the wall, a small
portion of the president’s request.
According to the White House, the rest of
the money for the wall will come from other
government funds.
In addition to the $1.3 billion, the president will
pull $600 million from the Treasury Forfeiture
Fund, $3.6 billion from military construction
accounts, and $2.5 billion from the Department of
Defense’s counter-drug activities.

“We’re going to confront the national crisis on
our southern border,” President Trump said in his
announcement in the Rose Garden. “We’re going
to do it, one way or another; we have to do it.”
Many question whether or not President Trump’s
decision in declaring a national emergency is
within his constitutional duties. House Democrats
and Speaker Nancy Pelosi have been moving to
block his emergency declaration, citing that he is
not acting within his domain of power.
“The president’s act is lawless – it does violence
to our constitution and therefore our democracy,”
Speaker Pelosi said. She argued that such an
emergency declaration opens the door for future
Democratic presidents to push for a national
emergency regarding gun violence.
Speaker Pelosi has urged House Republicans to
unite with the Democrats on this issue in defense of
the separation of powers within the Constitution;
however, most Republicans agree the President is
Continued on page 8
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Dordt Engineering students
go on the big tour
Sawyer Strelnieks -- Staff Writer

Civil and mechanical engineering students
had the opportunity to travel to Kansas City
over last week’s reading break. They toured
several engineering firms and projects in that
area, including large engineering firms like
Black & Veatch and Burns & McDonnell.
These companies have between 5,000 and
12,000 employees.
Professors Nolan Van Gaalen and Ethan Brue
accompanied students, helping them make
connections with Dordt Alumni now working
for these companies. Students also had the
chance to learn some industry standards and
safety regulations that professionals have to
follow to maintain a safe world for civilians to
live in.
“The overall goal was to visit a variety of
industrial companies and engineering firms to
learn about the role and the day to day challenges
that engineers face,” Van Gaalen said.
The mechanical engineering students on this
trip visited the Department of Energy’s National
Security Campus, managed by Honeywell,
where they work on building parts for nuclear
bombs. There were a lot of top-secret parts
the students were not allowed to see, but they
still got to see some very high-tech production
equipment used at the facility.
The big tour is an event hosted every year
during the reading break by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
and American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) clubs at Dordt. It can be a way to
meet professionals in the engineering and
construction industry as well as see what it is
like to apply what students are learning in the
classroom to a career.
“On the big tour, students also get exposed
to different types of work environments and
cultures based on the type of companies,”
senior ASCE club leader Jalissa De Haan said.

“Even though I do not plan on getting an
internship in Kansas City, this trip was a very
valuable experience,” sophomore Russell Dyk
said. “I was able to talk to the engineers that
gave us the presentation at Black and Veatch
about internship opportunities in Colorado.
After the trip, I applied for several internships
for the companies we visited.”
Going on the big tour and making connections
with professionals does not guarantee a job
or internship. However, it does lay a solid
foundation to start an application and get it sent
in.
Dordt’s ASME and ASCE clubs host various
activities throughout the year which help bridge
the gap between the classroom and professional
world according to De Haan. The clubs bring in
speakers, goes on tours, hosts conferences and
participates in competitions against many other
schools.
Many companies look for students that are
more than just members of the engineering
society clubs on campus. They like seeing
students taking on leadership roles within these
clubs. Elections for ASME, IEEE and ASCE
are coming up in March and April for students
interested in becoming more involved in the
engineering societies on campus.
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Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

In the last few years, the fall semester at Dordt
has fallen within days of Christmas morning.
Dordt College is making efforts to fix that and
more. On Feb. 7th, the Academic Senate voted
unanimously to pass numerous changes on the
school calendar, including adding an Easter
break.
Academic Senate chair Mark Christians
says key changes will include ending the fall
semester between Dec. 14 and 20. In years past,
the fall exams have occurred Monday through
Thursday with a reading day the previous
Friday.
With the changes, exam days will occur on
Thursday, Friday, Monday and Tuesday, with
no reading days beforehand. This would give
students a break in the middle of exam week
and allow the fall semester to end earlier before
Christmas.
According to Christians, the most significant
changes are to the spring semester, which will
start several days earlier than normal, falling
between Jan. 6 and 12. This will have a domino
effect on the rest of the year.
Additionally, Dordt College will now be
getting an Easter break on the Friday and
Monday bookending Easter Sunday. Spring
break will start a day earlier, beginning 5pm on
Thursday instead of Friday.
Graduation will be moved back a day,
occurring between May 6 and 12 instead of 5
and 10.
These changes will go into effect in the coming
2019-2020 school year and are not yet shown on
Dordt’s online academic calendar.
Christians calls Dordt Registrar Jim Bos the
“key mastermind” behind figuring out how
all the dates fit together for the new schedule.
Bos and others consulted with various student
groups and faculty when discussing the new
calendar to figure out how changes would affect
them.
“Somewhere I have a document that’s got four

pages of people who were asked to give input,”
Bos said. They also made sure to look at how
the calendar lines up with other schools in the
area, as that can affect various intercollegiate
sporting events.
The biggest effects would be to the winter
break music ensemble tours, according to Bos.
With the combination of the new changes to
the natural sliding of the calendar, some years
won’t have enough time between New Year’s
and the start of classes for a tour.
A possibility would be to have the ensemble
tours occur right after fall exams and before
Christmas on some years.
With spring break starting a day earlier
than usual, college-sponsored groups will be
encouraged not to leave before the official break
begins.
Christians, who has been working at Dordt
since 1989, said the question of why the college
had class on Good Friday and no Easter break
has been a topic for years.
Bos has been Dordt’s registrar since 1997. He
said students first came to him about a possible
Easter break in 1999. Since the Academic
Senate had yet to be formed, the curriculum
committee voted it down at the time.
Bos said this is the third or fourth time that the
idea of an Easter break has been presented in his
time at Dordt.
“There are students who I know every year
email the professors to say ‘look, this day is
important to me. I’m not going to class today.’”
The proposal first arrived on the senate agenda
towards the end of the 2018 fall semester. The
senate is made up of 12 voting faculty members
from different departments and several nonvoting members, including the president and
provost.
“This isn’t a new thing and not really that
terribly radical,” Bos said, “but it’s just been
something where I said: You know what, I’m
getting older and I’m going to take one more
whack at this.”

Juniors scramble
roommates

to

find

Justin Banks -- Staff Writer and Garth Van

Donselaar - Chief Editor

For some, the senior scramble is not the
biggest scramble that occurs here on campus,
but rather the rising juniors who are seeking out
roommates.
“It’s hard because people change their minds
a lot,” sophomore Yovela Belicia said. “For the
dorm, you’re looking for one or two people to
room with, but in the apartment you’re looking
for four or five other people.”
The issue for students with smaller friend
groups is finding that extra one or two other
people to add to the housing application list.
Some have been told a room is full, even though
there are empty spaces on the application.
“They seemed like they weren’t compatible
with our group, so we told them that they
couldn’t room with us,” one student said. “They
were hurt, but we met as a group and decided
that they weren’t the fit for us.”
Some students must resort to living with
people who they may not know.
By her admission, sophomore Marti Sutton
has not been proactive in finding roommates;
she and her current roommate were asked to
join a group of wanting to get into Southview.
Although Sutton knows of three of the four
others and only one well, her roommate doesn’t
know any of them.
“I’m excited, I really like meeting new
people,” Sutton said. “I’m pretty sure once you
live with somebody, you’re gonna get to know
them pretty well pretty fast.” She hopes her
current roommate will also be comfortable in
their future apartment.
Sutton believes that a some point all six will
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get together to iron out more details.
Senior Brandon Baas found himself in similar
circumstances at the end of his sophomore year.
In the case of Baas, he was uncertain if he would
return to Dordt. Because of this, he waited until
the last minute to find roommates.
Like Sutton, Baas had been asked by a friend
to join a group of five who was looking for one
more. Then, out of his five future roommates,
Baas only knew one well (the friend). A second
future roommate was known to Baas, but not as
well. Baas knew of the third roommate but had
not even heard of or seen the fourth and fifth
prior to living together.
“I kind of get along with a lot of different
people, so I wasn’t too worried about it,” Baas
said, “It was I guess a little weird at first, coming
in and not knowing who’s going to be there.”
In the end, Bass said everything worked out
with his roommates.
Housing registration takes place March 7-8.

· News·
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Dordt’s snow removal team: the winter warriors
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer
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4:30 a.m. A frozen northwest wind blows
across Dordt’s campus in the 20-degree weather.
Snow quietly drifts over sidewalks and roads as
students sleep in the warmth of their beds.
Sixty-one-year-old maintenance worker
Vern Eekhoff walks in the dark towards the
maintenance building, fresh snow crunching
beneath his work boots. Recovering from the
flu, Eekhoff meets with other members of
Dordt’s snow removal team to designate routes
and machines to available workers.
Today, Eekhoff operates the sole payloader.
Beginning at the road in front of the Commons,
Eekhoff pushes away the wind-blown snow
to allow commons workers to begin preparing
breakfast. The goal of the snow removal team
is to clear all sidewalks and streets on campus
by 7:30 a.m. to allow pedestrian and vehicular
traffic to travel freely.
Once finished, Eekhoff heads towards the
science building parking lot, which has already
been cleared by senior work study Tristan
Vos. Driving a skid loader with a snowblower
attachment, Vos has worked with the snow
removal team for four years.
“I really enjoy my job,” Vos said. “I put
my time in doing the less glamorous job of
shoveling as an underclassman and now I get to
run equipment and have more responsibility.”
Before joining the team, the California native
had never touched a snow shovel in his life.

7:30 a.m. Eekhoff and Vos continue to clear
snow from Dordt’s parking lots and streets.
Meanwhile, Dordt Director of Facilities Nate
van Niejenhuis shovels entryways to the
various buildings on campus. The sun peeks
over the horizon, illuminating the campus with
cold light.
“That’s one of those things that the Lord gives
us every day,” Van Niejenhuis said. “Unless
you’re up early you don’t get to enjoy that
present.” Now in his second year at Dordt, Van
Niejenhuis has ushered in changes to the way
snow removal is conducted at Dordt.
In the past, the maintenance department
took an “all hands on deck” approach to snow
removal, according to van Niejenhuis. Starting
every day at 4:30 a.m., four to six scoopers
at entryways, two people on skid loaders,
and one to three people on snowblowers with
broom attachments joined Eekhoff manning the
payloader. Each member of crew worked their
set route for two to three hours before returning
to their normal jobs.
Van Niejenhuis has transitioned away from
this approach in favor of a “read and react” style
of management that adjusts based on weather
conditions. Putting the task of snow removal
in the hands of the grounds department, van
Niejenhuis hopes to accomplish the same
amount of work with less dollars and personnel.
“We’re going to do a better job of taking

care of our people and we’re going to do just
as good of a job taking care of the snow,” van
Niejenhuis said. To account for the smaller
crew, Van Holland Lawn Service clears lots
one, two and four at 2:00 a.m.
“Am I kicking my heels up in glee? No,”
Eekhoff said about the changes he and his
team have had to adapt to this year. “Is there a
different way of doing it? Yes, there is. We just
haven’t got all the bugs out yet.”
Echoing Eekhoff’s sentiment, Vos describes
the new system as “different.”
9:00 a.m. Dordt’s campus bustles with activity
as students bundled up in winter gear hurry
from building to building. Eekhoff changes the
attachment on the payloader from a blade to a
snowblower and clears the piles of snow made
earlier that morning. Part of the snow removal
process includes strategically placing piles of
snow in places that prevent them from melting
and freezing on areas with foot traffic.
12:00 p.m. Wind gusts of 35 miles per hour
create drifts across sidewalks, undoing earlier
work done by the snow removal team. Eekhoff
skips his lunch break and reallocates duties to
fellow crewmembers.
Wind conditions such as these make the snow
removal process a much more tedious job.
“You don’t get done the next day,” Eekhoff
said. A typical snowfall takes the crew three
days to completely clear from Dordt’s nearly
four miles of sidewalk, not including the
greenway that spans from Covenant Hall to the
Campus Center.
In total, Dordt’s roads and sidewalks add up
to 25 acres of land, estimates van Niejenhuis.
One inch of snowfall costs the college a bare
minimum of $3,500 to remove. Costs such as
these are part of the reason the new system has
been introduced.

“We’ve got to try and be a little judicious,”
van Nijenhuis said. A whiteboard overlaid with
a map of campus hangs in van Niejenhuis’
office where he maps out the snow removal
team’s attack plan.
On days with minimal snowfall, broom and
snowblower attachments are favored due to the
minimal damage they inflict on grass. However,
when snowfall accumulates to over three inches,
a blade must be used. The decision whether to
use brine, a highly concentrated solution of
salt, or a granular application also depends on
weather conditions. When temperatures fall
below 10 to 12 degrees, brine freezes and a
less effective granular application is spread to
provide traction.
Despite precise preparation, members of the
snow removal team know that Iowa weather
can be difficult to predict.
“Sometimes the good Lord will throw you
a curveball that you can’t prepare for,” van
Niejenhuis said. “Each time we do snow we’re
going to learn something.”
5:30 p.m. Eekhoff finishes moving snow piles
after 13 hours of work and heads home. Long
days such as these spent in heavy machinery
have led the longtime maintenance worker to
undergo two spinal fusion surgeries, caused
by the repetitive back-and-forth motions
experienced while operating.
“I love my job as a maintenance worker,”
Eekhoff said, “but it’s a blessing and a curse.”
Tomorrow’s forecast projects a much milder
day for Eekhoff, van Niejenhuis, Vos and the
rest of the snow removal team.
4:30 a.m. Vern Eekhoff walks towards the
maintenance building in the cold, dark elements.
While the rest of Dordt’s campus sleeps, he
begins his work.
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The clash between Dordt and Sioux County Conservatives
Spencer Short -- Staff Writer

Sioux County Conservatives (S.C.C.) have
been in an uproar recently after Dordt’s
announcement of speakers for the Prodigal
Love of God Conference. The S.C.C. believes
that the conference doesn’t have Christ in mind
at all.
Few of the conference speakers are free
from the Facebook fire of the Conservatives.
Speakers Jemar Tisby, Tish Harrison Warren,
and Marilynne Robinson are the focal points
of the attacks. The S.C.C. points out that
Tish Harrison Warren, holding an anti-Trump
position, stated that she “knows no Trump
supporters because all you need to not believe
in Trump is go to church and get a college
degree.” The S.C.C. also takes issue with
Marilynne Robinson’s statement that the act of
carrying a gun is “grotesque.” Another speaker
Temar Tisby, an African-American, believes
that the church should pay reparations due to
the United States’ past history of segregation
and slavery.
These Facebook posts, which were deleted
seemingly due to some form of copyright issues
between the S.C.C. and Dordt, are slowly being
re-uploaded.
“We are going to comply with Dordt College’s
request to remove pictures with their logo from
our Facebook page,” said the S.C.C. “But we
will not go away because they threaten us...
If Dordt College believes their logo being
associated with these people is bad for Dordt

College, why is Dordt College still hosting
these speakers?”
From a post that survived deletion, texts
are posted between Dordt’s President Erik
Hoekstra and the S.C.C’s Communications
Director, Jacob Hall. These texts state that
“these concerns have existed for years and
others have met and gotten nowhere.” The post
also invited President Hoekstra to attend their
meeting on February 25th. The meeting, held at
the Sioux Center Library, is to be on the topic
of the Sioux County Conservatives response to
the conference.
The conference, set to be held on April 4th,
commemorates the Synod of Dortrecht’s 400th
anniversary. The Synod, held in the Netherlands,
is where the Canons of Dordt—the underlying
beliefs of the Christian Reformed Church—
were formed in response to an opposing
theology, that of Arminianism.
Due to Northwest Iowa’s, and more
specifically Sioux Center’s, heavy Republican
values, many students and citizens alike are
conflicted. Tyler Bouma, the head of the Dordt
Republicans and also an active member of the
Sioux County Conservatives, has conflicting
opinions on the conference.
“Personally, I feel that the speakers of this
event hold some very unbiblical positions,” said
Bouma. “However, I also recognize that stifling
free speech is not beneficial to anyone…I view
the Prodigal Love of God conference is a gross
misrepresentation of the Reformed positions
this college claims to promote, even if they

include a disclaimer saying that the speaker’s
positions are not those of the college.”
At their meeting on the 25th, Jacob Hall,
the head of the Sioux County Conservatives,
opened the floor to grievances of the over 40
people in attendance. Although there were a few
who advocated for the conference, most let it be
known that they are concerned with the state of
the college. Many held
the belief that they were fine with the speakers
at the concert as long as their opinions were
either countered by more Reformed speakers or
their opinions were shown to be “non-Biblical.”
However Laremy De Vries, a Dordt graduate
and owner of the Fruited Plain here in Sioux
Center, attending the meeting as “just an
observer,” had a lot to say after the meeting.
“The whole meeting seemed pretty
contentious. It just seemed like everyone
was self-assured and confident of their own
opinions. The division of the country is trickling
down even to Sioux Center.”
Laremy was also not impressed with the
actions of the Sioux County Conservatives,
whether at the meeting or in their posts online.
He feels that the whole situation was an attack,
intended to bring negativity and make trouble,
not to make good conversation.
Already having read the works of or already
having met some of the speakers for the Prodigal
Love of God conference, De Vries is excited for
the event and is hoping to get a ticket and be
able to attend. He hopes that other’s will do the
same and that the whole ordeal will bring others

closer together and help possibly foster some
civility between both sides of the situation.
Dr. David Henreckson, an assistant professor
of theology and one of the coordinators of the
event, believes that the event will be beneficial
due to the fact that those attending will be
challenged to think in new ways about their
own faith and Christianity.
“We’re delighted to host some of the most
prominent, thoughtful Christian thinkers and
writers alive today… [People] who have shaped
a generation of Reformed and evangelical
Christians,” Henreckson said.
If you wish to attend the conference, tickets
are still available and are free for Dordt students.
Ticket registration and information was sent
through a campus-wide email and is on Dordt’s
homepage, but you may contact Dr. Henreckson
of Dordt College at david.henderson@dordt.
edu or Emily Rowe of the Andreas Center at
Emily.Rowe@dordt.edu if you did not receive
it or have any questions about the conference.
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· Arts & Entertainment·

Austen’s Northanger Abbey How to Train Your Dragon: The
coming to a stage near you Hidden World soars
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer

Alicia Bonestroo -- Staff Writer
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The Dordt Theatre Department will perform
Northanger Abbey this week, directed by
Dordt professor Laura Andersen. There will be
evening performances at 7:30 pm Wednesday,
February 27, until Saturday, March 2. There
will also be an afternoon performance Saturday
at 2:00 pm.
Northanger Abbey is an adaptation of Jane
Austen’s novel by the same name. The main
character, Catherine Morland, is the daughter
of a clergyman. She’s also a bookworm with
an overactive imagination. In the beginning
of the show she travels to a larger city and her
adventure truly begins, albeit with blurred lines

between her fantasies and reality.
But that doesn’t mean that Catherine doesn’t
learn from her fantasies.
This show has a little something for everyone.
It’s eye-catching, with a rolling set, period
costumes, dances and a hint of mystery and
romance.
The story also shows the differences between
social classes a couple hundred years ago.
Nowadays, we might roll our eyes and laugh at
the very real problems that people were facing
back then when it came to climbing the social
ladder.
The costumes have been in the works since
the end of the last theatre production, Walk
Two Moons. All were made to be historically
accurate and now have alterations to make it
easier for the actors and actresses to change
in and out of them. However, there is no rest
for the weary, and these alterations continue
throughout the rehearsal process, probably until
the first performance.
If you want to know anything else about the
show, go see it.

Low-rise jeans predicted to
return - but will they?
Erika Buiter -- Staff Writer

Cropped, skinny, flared or ripped, jeans are
a staple piece in most wardrobes today—and
now, an old jean trend might be coming back.
According to The Cut, a female-focused
online magazine, denim-forecasters predict
low-rise jeans will make a comeback in 2020.
First popular in the early 70s disco-era, lowrise jeans came back with a vengeance in the
mid-90s and early-2000s, thanks to celebrities
like Kate Hudson, Britney Spears and Keira
Knightley.
But for some jean-wearers, resurrecting lowrise jeans isn’t appealing. Junior Becca Mulder,
remembers her family’s childhood rules about
jeans were simple: Only wear them on the farm.
“[My first pair] was definitely high-rise,
because my mother was like ‘nobody needs to
see your hips,’” Mulder said.
Today, lounging on a couch in dark navy
jeans, Mulder and the rest of her family have
warmed to wearing jeans out in public.
“The only place you can’t wear them is
church,” she said.
For Mulder, jeans are about practicality—her
personal favorite are high-waisted bell-bottoms
that go over her boots and don’t sag during
physical labor on the farm. But beyond the
practical, low-rise jeans are, in her opinion,
a reflection of changing values in society—
fluctuating from modesty to risqué fashion.
“Even though girls want to be cute and trendy,
they also want to be modest…[we] can’t find a
happy medium,” Mulder said.
For women, fluctuating jean trends are a norm.
Rotating from high-waisted to low-waisted,
flared to skinny openings, women’s jean trends
seem to change every 2-5 years, with broader
trends lasting as long as a decade. In contrast,
men’s jeans—with the addition of a bit more
acid-wash and ripping—look almost identical
to the original Levi’s of the 1800’s.
But why do women’s jean trends change more
dramatically? It’s hard to say, but one key
factor is fashion—and working at the forefront
of resurrecting past trends and creating new
ones are fashion designers and models.
According to The Cut, “lately, designers have
been having a lot of fun with denim,” citing the
extreme denim trends of 2017 like clear jeans,
butt-less jeans, and “detachable jorts.” But
more recently, brands like Tom Ford and Linder
are beginning to include low-rise jeans in their
fashion shows--and models are catching on.
Spotted sporting a pair of low-rise jeans during
Milan Fashion Week, supermodel Bella Hadid
could help pull the trend back into the spotlight.

With over 22 million followers on Instagram
alone, her fashion choices—along with those
of other influencers like Jennifer Lopez, who
posed in low-rise jeans in November—can
change consumer’s preferences.
But not all of those consumers care about
influencer’s choices. Junior Anneliese Donstad
first wore a pair of jeans in sixth grade. As
a child who preferred dresses, her family
breathed a sigh of relief when she picked up
pants instead, and today, Donstad self-identifies
as a jean-enthusiast.
“Low-rise jeans are kind of uncomfortable
because of how they hit your hips,” Donstad
said. “I prefer men’s jeans; I can’t remember
the last time I bought or wore women’s jeans.
Men’s jeans fit better, they have pockets and the
sizes are less arbitrary.”
Though Donstad says she doesn’t pay
attention to trends, what she sees on social
media can influence her style. For her, the
“vibe” of a person attracts her more than their
outfit—and as a consumer, her buying choices
aren’t determined by the labels a celebrity
promotes.
“I will forever shop at Walmart,” Donstad
said. “For me, it’s more about perceiving their
style.”
Will low-rise jeans return? Only time can tell.
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The highly anticipated final installment of the
How to Train Your Dragon (HTTYD) trilogy—
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World—exceeds expectations with a bittersweet
ending to the story of Hiccup, Toothless and the
rest of the dragon-riders from Berk.
One year after HTTYD 2, The Hidden World
picks up with newly-crowned Chief Hiccup
presiding over the island of Berk, which is
nearly overpopulated with dragons rescued
from hunters and trappers. The introduction
of Grimmel the Grisly, a bloodthirsty dragon
hunter bent on killing all Night Furies, forces
the people of Berk to abandon their home in
search of the Hidden World—the mythical
birthplace of all dragons.
Amidst this quest, Toothless discovers the
female version of a Night Fury, dubbed a
“Light Fury.” This discovery, coupled with the
romance of Hiccup and Astrid, provide themes
of love and sacrifice as Hiccup and Toothless
strive to be kings of their own dominion.
Jay Baruchel (Hiccup), America Ferrera
(Astrid), Cate Blanchett (Valka), Craig
Ferguson (Gobber), and the rest of the HTTYD
cast return to voice their now-iconic characters.
In addition, Gerard Butler (Stoic the Vast) adds
nostalgia from previous films in flashbacks
pivotal to Hiccup’s character development
throughout the movie. The John Powell scored

soundtrack yet again gives The Hidden World
an epic, Nordic feel. While Powell could easily
use themes from previous installments, he
creates a new sound for The Hidden World and
returns to familiar themes at the most important
parts of the film.
In line with previous films and TV shows,
The Hidden World does an excellent job of
expanding upon the HTTYD universe. New
dragons such as Deathgrippers, Crimson
Goregutters and Hobglobbers reveal the
creativity of the DreamWorks team. Clans of
different ethnicities are also shown near the end
of the film.
Despite its PG rating and younger target
audience, The Hidden World contains sequences
of intense action and touches on the complex
themes of pacifism, sacrifice and relationships
that appeal to older audiences. Nonetheless,
cleverly placed comic relief from the likes of
Gobber, Ruffnut (Kristin Wiig) and Tuffnut
(Justin Rupple) keep the film from becoming
too dark.
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World brilliantly wraps up arguably the most
iconic animated franchise of all time. For the
countless people that have grown up with
Hiccup and Toothless, their epic conclusion
gives everything that could be desired. On a
personal note, I was weeping by the end of it.
It’s worth the watch.

Close-up on campus worship
Ben Boersma -- Staff Writer

Every Wednesday morning, the B.J. Haan
Auditorium begins to transform for chapel. This
day is no different. Jon De Groot, the director
of worship arts, sets up the drums. Around
him, members of Tech Services help set up the
podium, the background lights and the shield
around the drum set.
They’ve been at it since 7:30 in the morning.
The screen is down, blocking the organ from
view. Its projection shows the stage layout,
detailed down to where each person will stand.
Looks like the student worship team is leading
this service.
In the background, snatches of Kristian
Stanfill’s song “Always” can be heard. Through
the dull noise of electrical cords being strung,
mics being tested and the occasional light
chatter between people onstage, one line cuts
through:
“I lift my eyes up. My help comes from the
Lord.”
This refrain fits well with the goal of the
campus worship teams. De Groot works closely
with Aaron Baart to make sure each week’s
music fits the theme of that particular chapel.
He hopes the music can prepare students’ hearts
to worship God and hear His word.
“I want to create an atmosphere that’s not
distracting and creates a good space for people
to meet with God,” says De Groot. Minimizing
distractions requires music that runs smoothly.
At 10:00, most of the worship team has arrived,
starting with senior business major Kyle Gaines
on drums and senior engineering major Caleb
Smith on bass. De Groot is already warming up
his electric guitar. He turns to Smith.
“My Belt of Truth is scratching my guitar,” he
jokingly complains.
“You could always tell people they’re truth
scratches,” Smith replies. He casually plays a
G-major scale as a quick warmup.
Sophomore worship arts major Damon

Groen—acoustic guitar and lead vocals—is
next to arrive. The other team members will
have to get out of class early to make it to
rehearsal. De Groot checks the keyboard and
the mics before telling the sound crew they’re
ready to begin.
“Which song do we want to do first?” Groen
asks.
De Groot shrugs. “All of them.” He opens the
session with a set of riffs he had played while
warming up. Groen supplies the melody: It’s a
variation of “How Great Thou Art.”
Dordt currently has two teams that lead
worship in chapel. The student team—which
also includes sophomore business major Aftyn
Vermeer—and the staff team, with Dean of
Students Robert Taylor on drums. De Groot
plays in both groups.
Taylor and De Groot knew each other before
coming to Dordt. “We’ve been playing drums
together close to 20 years now,” De Groot says.
Since coming to Dordt, De Groot has taken
on many roles. In addition to leading worship,
he serves in Campus Ministries, teaches several
Worship Arts courses, and supplies preaching
and pastoral care as needed.
“I’m not an expert in any one thing, but I
enjoy them all,” he says.
As the team begins to run through the second
song, Vermeer arrives from class. She grabs a
pencil from her backpack and puts it behind her
ear, then takes her place behind the keyboard.
Rev. Aaron Baart arrives shortly after.
Smith turns to Gaines. “I couldn’t hear the
drums, and I’ve got the volume cranked all the
way.”
Gaines tests out the drums. Upstairs, the
sound team makes some adjustments. After a
couple minutes, the drums can be heard over
the speakers.
“Good to have you back, Kyle,” Smith says.
They begin the third song about half an hour
before chapel starts. The group usually meets t
Continued on page 8
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High expectations for Dordt The AAF: where did it come
women’s basketball
from; where is it going?
Alex Van Den Top -- Staff Writer

Photos by Dordt Athletics
Bill Harmsen was beside himself with
disappointment at the end of an incredible,
historic season for Dordt women’s basketball.
The program’s first ever 20-win season. His first
ever season as an NAIA women’s basketball
coach. The Defender squad ended their regular
season on the losing end of a close game against
Hastings in the GPAC quarterfinals: The team
ranked a seed below them.
“We let them off the hook,” Harmsen said in a
courtside postgame interview minutes after the
game’s final verdict.
The women shot 17 percent from behind
the line and gave up a 10-point lead halfway
through the third quarter. Sophomore Erika
Feenstra had four offensive fouls. None of them
were charges, something Harmsen has never
seen happen to any player in his entire coaching
career. However, junior Rachel Evavold went
off for the Defenders, scoring 22 points. The
women were nearly perfect from the line,
shooting 17-18 on free throws.
During the regular season, the women were
a force to be reckoned with. They destroyed
GPAC
opponents,
including
Hastings,
Jamestown, Briar Cliff and the College of
Saint Mary—not to mention a thrilling onepoint victory over a strong Midland team and
knocking down Concordia, a team ranked at the

top of the GPAC conference.
This is not to say the team does not have their
flaws. The women can be inconsistent shooters
from three and lack poise in close game
scenarios, a common struggle for younger teams.
The Defenders went 0-2 against Northwestern
and ended the regular season by taking a beating
from Hastings. Their previous meeting with the
team notched a 19-point victory on their belt,
according to Dordt Athletics.
“Those close game situations…it’s one of
those things where you put some emphasis on
it in practice,” Harmsen said. “Until you really
go through it and understand who we are and
what we are, then you can really begin to make
adjustments on what we can do differently.” He
says the foreseeable fix, for now, is experience.
From what it looks like, the Defenders will get
some more opportunities to experience some
high-pressure games with a much-anticipated
invite to the NAIA tournament (to be announced
on Wednesday). With an identical conference
record as Hastings, it is likely these two teams
will hash things out again on the big stage.
“They’re a tough matchup for us,” Harmsen
said, “But they aren’t as big as we are and we
have a distinctive advantage in the post, and
I loved how we played defense against this
team.” The Defenders limited the Hastings
crew with a strong offensive threat in Shandra
Farmer to shooting 30 percent from the field in
the GPAC quarterfinal matchup. The Hastings
Broncos didn’t score a field goal in the last four
minutes of the fourth quarter, as well.
As far as the future is concerned for this
team, they seem to have a very high level of
play which Harmsen expects can only improve.
And the girls are hungry to get better. Annie
Rhinesmith, a junior guard for the Defenders,
looks forward to working with Harmsen and is
continually impressed by his basketball IQ.
“We were excited to get Harmsen because we
knew he would be a good asset to our team,”
Rhinesmith stated. “He’s really helped us to
learn situational stuff and just knows how girls
think and work. That has really been helpful.”

Recapping the Dordt Dance
season
Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer

Dark, early, and long before the sun rose
on Saturday, the Dordt College Dance Team
(DCDT) was packed into a bus by 5am and
on their way to the NAIA Cheer and Dance
Nationals Qualifier. The dance team performed
twice during the day, filling their 13 hours at
the competition with warmups, practicing,
performing and watching and encouraging
other teams.
A total of 26 teams traveled to Midland
University in Fremont, NE, with dance teams
coming from Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana,
Nebraska, Tennessee and Wisconsin. Twelve
dance teams and 14 cheer teams competed in
a preliminary competition, followed by a final
round. Scores from the preliminary competition
determined the order of performance for the
finals, with the lowest scoring team performing
first.
The Dordt College Dance Team received
a 64.00 for their preliminary dance, which
accounted for a quarter of their final score. In
the finals, Dordt scored a 67.42, with an overall
average of 66.56.
Dordt was rated 6th in the preliminaries and
held that place in the finals. The NAIA score
is 60 percent of their Nationals ranking, with
the rest being an average of duals, conference
and other competitions through the season.
Dordt finished their season ranked 18th in the
nation. Midland University of Fremont, NE,
gained first place, and Morningside University
in Sioux City, Iowa, snagged second. Dordt was
preceded by Doane, Loyola, and Hastings.
“I am extremely proud of this team and all of
the progress that they have made throughout
this season,” DCDT coach Mel Knobloch said.

“It has been amazing to see their growth from
performance to performance. Many team goals
have been met this season, and placing well in
the NAIA National Qualifier was just the icing
on the cake.”
The 2019 NAIA Cheer and Dance Nationals
competition will be hosted by St. Ambrose
University in Davenport, Iowa. To attend, teams
need to be ranked within the top twelve teams
of the nation.
During the summer and fall semester, the
dance team performs at halftimes of football
and basketball home games, remains on the
sidelines during football season, hosts multiple
technique and day camps for elementary
through high school dancers, and competes in
the Iowa State Dance Championships. During
the spring semester, they focus solely on duals
and competitions with the exception of a few
basketball performances. The DCDT dualed
Northwestern, competed at the Concordia
Invitational, GPAC and the NAIA Qualifier, and
hosted an invite at Dordt for the first time.
“The girls, the coach, and the atmosphere
was so encouraging and such a blessing,” said
freshman team member Kelly Bergerson said.
She performed at each of the competitions
this season. “I am beyond thankful for such a
wonderful group of girls and am very excited to
see where God takes us.”
The dance team’s season runs from the week
before the fall semester begins through the end
of February, with the possibility of two weeks
in March, depending on whether the team
makes it to nationals. The team begins offseason training in a few weeks in preparation
for tryouts. April 10th is the due date for online
tryout submissions, and on-campus tryouts are
scheduled for April 13th.

Alex Van Den Top-- Staff Writer

The Alliance of American Football (AAF) is
an eight-team developmental football league
complementary to the NFL, according to CBS
Sports. Its first game aired three days after
Super Bowl LIII. And no one’s quite sure if it’s
here to stay.
The AAF includes superstars from various
leagues, undrafted college players and some
notable names from the NFL that include
defensive end Jared Allen and Steelers strong
safety Troy Polamalu. Despite scooping up
some big-name players and coaches, the league
is struggling with financial backing, causing the
public to question its longevity.
Another notable difference between this
new league and the NFL is the rules. There
are no kickoffs. There is a “sky judge” referee
who can communicate with on-field refs on
reviewable plays. Two-point conversions must
be attempted after every touchdown. An onside
conversion replaces the onside kicks. Basically,
there is no kicking of any sort in this league,
except for field goals and punting.
The AAF is the brainchild of Charlie Ebersol
and Bill Polian. Ebersol is the son of Dick
Ebersol, who co-founded the short-lived X
Football League (XFL) with WWE Chairman
Vince McMahon. Polian was an NFL executive
for several years.
Despite notable players, coaches and what
appears to be two veteran, business savvy,
football tycoons at the helm of a hyped-up
league, they’re already in financial trouble. In
its second week, the AAF scrambled to come
up with a 250-million-dollar investment in
order to keep the league afloat. Fortunately for
the AAF, Tom Dundon, General Manager of the
NHL’s Carolina Hurricanes, came up with the
dough to keep the players happy, although their

Contributed photo
paychecks came a couple days late.
Ben Dixon, a wide receiver coach for the Dordt
College football squad, states that some coaches
are just happy there is still some competitive
football to watch over the weekends, despite the
NFL season coming to an end. Additionally, all
games are free to stream over the AAF app.
“I think that this league is attractive to players
trying to keep their careers alive,” Dixon said.
“It gives them a chance to showcase their talents
in a game setting.”
According to Dixon, the caliber of football
he has observed has not been great. Because
the league is new and teammates are playing
together for the first time ever, no one can
expect flawless football. While the league has
brought fans and viewers a couple of nailbiting, competitive games, half of the games
played have been blowouts.
“As long as the AAF keeps understanding
what the league is—a developmental league
that is showcased in the spring—I think it can
be popular,” Dixon said. “I would be shocked if
it overtook the NFL, but I do not believe that is
the goal of the AAF.”

Men’s basketball season ends
in GPAC tourney semifinals
Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

Photo by Dordt Athletics
The Dordt men’s basketball team had their
season cut short on Saturday afternoon in a
76-89 defeat to the Jamestown Jimmies in
Jamestown, North Dakota.
The first half was back and forth until the
Jimmies closed out the half on a 10-3 run to
give Jamestown the 40-33 advantage going into
the break.
The Defenders could never close the gap in
the second half of play and would trail for the
rest of the game in the 13-point defeat.
Garrett Franken led the Defenders with 26
points. He went 11 for 13 from the field and was
3 for 3 from behind the three-point arc.
Dordt’s lone senior, Alec Henrickson, ended
his career as a Defender with 10 points on the
evening.
With the loss, the Defenders missed an
opportunity for NAIA National Tournament
berth. The tournament will take place in Sioux
Falls beginning on March 6th.
The Defenders finished their season with a 1913 record and a 10-9 record in conference play.

Despite the loss, the Defenders fought hard to
close the season with a win in the first round
of the GPAC tournament against Briar Cliff in
Sioux City on Tuesday.
That win would come in the final seconds as
sophomore guard Jesse Jansma would hit a pair
of free throws to give the Defenders the lead
for good.
“In those situations, I try not to think about
why I need to make them,” Jansma said. “Every
pair of free throws are equally as important, so
I try to focus on the hoop, my form, and my
release.”
With the loss of only one senior and a lot of
young talent, the Defenders are excited for next
season and all that it will bring.
“I think the thing I am looking forward to
most about this offseason is the fact that we
are returning almost everyone and that we keep
all the great relationships that we have built,”
Jansma said.
The Defenders will begin their offseason
training after spring break.
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Keeping campus safe and
plowed? Snow problem

Students stretch
themselves at new club

Ben Boersma -- Staff Writer

Danielle Schultz -- Staff Writer

There is a workstudy job that few people
notice. Most of their work is done either behind
the scenes or late at night. Often, the only
evidence of their work is an envelope under the
windshield wipers. Yet without them, many jobs
on campus would be more difficult to complete.
Such is the role of campus security. They act
as the eyes and ears of Student Services, assist
Residence Life staff if needed and help students
who get locked out of their rooms. During the
winter, they help keep the parking lots organized
so maintenance can clear the snow. They even
give rides from Siberia if requested.
“Most of the time, we don’t respond to major
incidents,” Residence Life Director Derek
Buteyn said. He also manages campus security
because job falls under both Residence Life and
Student Services.
With the recent snowfall, keeping the parking
lots clear has become a bigger priority. Resident
parking is currently allowed in eight of the 22
lots on campus. Visitors, commuters, and staff
may park in 15 different lots. Vehicles may also
be parked in the fire lanes for no more than ten
minutes.
“Security has done a good job raising
awareness about where and where not to park,”
Facilities Director Nate van Niejenhuis said.
Maintenance clears the visitor, commuter and
staff lots first, which means security’s biggest

It is Thursday, February 21, 7:00 p.m.—the
very first meeting of Dordt’s Yoga Club. Fifteen
girls and two guys sit on mats scattered around
the floor of the aerobics room, facing the mirror.
In front of them stand junior Rylie Brown and
senior Jake Herrel, the Yoga Club’s founders
and leaders.
After introducing themselves and learning
names amid excited chatter, Brown dims the
lights. Herrel’s classical music plays in the
background, creating a soothing effect. Piles
of shoes sit by each door. Brown returns to the
front of the room. It’s time to start.
Briefly, Herrel and Brown go through the
basics of yoga and what they hope to accomplish
with the club. Today, they plan to go through 19
or 20 basic poses.
“So, just to be clear, this is very casual. Me and
Jake are not experts at all,” Brown reassures the
group. “We’re all just going to learn together.”
They begin the session with the mountain
pose, which requires feet to be shoulder length
apart, arms out, and palms up. They remind
members to slowly breathe in and out. Then
they move into the tree pose.
After the tree pose, the group begins the
warrior two pose, in which they go into a halflunge first on one side and then the other, arms
outstretched. It is silent except for Brown and
Herrel’s frequent explanations before each
pose.
Though they would have preferred to join
a pre-existing yoga club, Brown and Herrel
decided to make one themselves when they
kept getting kicked out of the aerobics room.
Not only does a scheduled yoga time each week
give them their own space, but it also provides
excellent motivation for them to continue
improving at yoga.
Once the club has established itself, Herrel
and Brown plan to arrange each meeting’s
exercises to work towards members’ goals. For
the first meeting, they stick with basic poses
that cover all four areas: balance, flexibility,
strength and core.
“[Yoga is] one of those few workouts and
exercises where it’s really well-rounded,”

Photo by Matt Van Der Linden
job is enforcing campus parking rules. If a
vehicle is parked in the wrong lot overnight,
security will ticket the vehicle and inform the
owner they need to park in the correct lot.
Vehicle towing, though, is usually handled by
maintenance.
“There’s some connectedness between
security and maintenance, but there’s also some
independence,” van Niejenhuis said. “Where
there’s overlap, we work together.”
Security helps make sure campus buildings
are locked overnight. They also respond to
suspicious activity and work with local law
enforcement to ensure safety on campus.
“Sometimes, it’s as simple as a background
check,” Buteyn said.
There are currently eight students working for
security. Their office hours are from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., and they usually patrol after dark, unless
they receive a call. Students are encouraged
to report suspicious activity they see or any
emergencies that arise to either security or
maintenance. Both phone numbers are the back
of student ID cards.
“We respond to what we see,” Buteyn said.

Bearing the cold: construction
in the subzero

Alex Van Den Top -- Staff Writer

A dilapidated fence sits to the side of Defender
Way in Sioux Center, Iowa. Within the confines
of the wayward fence, its foundations rattled
by fast-moving snow, sit assorted machinery,
lumber and steel, amongst other resources
scattered about the construction site resembling
a giant five-year old’s sand box. The giant
machines lay idle now. Their snow-covered
steel seems to be silently crying out in a distress
caused by icy winds and a deep, penetrating
cold. Workers aren’t allowed outside on a day
like today.
It is nothing short of what was expected. But
for most construction sites around the area,
this is certainly not their first rodeo with the
raging bull that is Northwest Iowa weather. Eric
Kelderman, Vice President and Secretary of
Hoogendorn Construction, said they anticipated
winter weather and came prepared with
providing additional heating and sheltering in
order to get their masonry work completed.
Hoogendorn Constructions is one of many
construction companies in the Midwest that
have to live and work around frigid temperatures
and less than ideal work conditions on a regular
basis. They face a two-front construction job:
Doing the masonry portion of construction for
Dordt’s new theatre building and renovating the
soon-to-be nursing building. Both projects have
to be done by July 15. The clock is ticking.
Concrete and masonry work require more heat
than other aspects of construction. According to
the Balance Small Business website, it is vital
for concrete to maintain a temperature over 40
degrees Fahrenheit. Construction crews know
better than anyone that frozen concrete takes
a painstakingly long amount of time to reach
its desired strength. It also must be kept at an
internal temp of 50 degrees for at least 3 days
to set properly. This is no easy feat, considering
temperatures dropped to an unbelievable -25
degrees below zero on January 30. Kelderman
admits there are some days where it is simply
too cold to pour concrete.
As strange as it turns out, colder temperatures
aren’t all bad when working on a construction
site. According to an OSHA (Occupational
Safety and Health Administration) guideline
on cold stress, cooler temperatures actually
help workers stay alert on a job site. Moisture-

covered terrain becomes a frozen mixture of soil
and ice, creating solid footing for machines that
have a tendency to shift around and slide in the
mud. According to Kelderman, soil corrections
were done in the fall. He jokingly states that
Iowa soil, while great for farming, does not
make good topsoil for construction.
The list of pros to working in the cold is a short
one, however. Workers exposed to the elements
need to bundle up, and even then, their bodies
have to work extra hard to keep their internal
temperature in check. This means workers tend
to become tired more quickly. Despite the fact
that OSHA has no clear guidelines on when
construction workers should call it quits due to
the weather, hypothermia and frostbite are two
things every construction crew would do best
to avoid.
Humans aren’t the only things that get tired
in the cold. According to a blog post by KrausAnderson, a construction company in northern
Minnesota, machinery such as forklifts have
hydraulic systems that are heavily affected by
the cold and can be stuck to limited use at best
in cold weather. Earth-moving equipment must
be treated with special care, lest the hydraulic
fluid freeze, making the machine next to useless.
Despite the overwhelming potential for
complications, Kelderman remains confident
that the deadline will be reached on time for
both projects. He does admit that the nursing
building is a bit behind schedule, but not
because of the weather.
“Just waiting on steel deliveries,” Kelderman
stated casually over the phone, “The only thing
that has really affected us is the workload that
our suppliers have.”
The road ahead and progress of the
construction crew stationed at Dordt remains
to be seen. With unpredictable weather patterns
hitting the Midwest and backed-up steel
providers, only time will tell how much work
can get done.
Workers continue to bring cold machinery
to life and pretend not to notice the cold.
What looked like a snow-swept wasteland
hours before has become teeming with life,
movement and noise. Workers chatter amongst
themselves as the labor continues. They, much
like Kelderman, seem to be taking things one
day at a time.

Herrel said. “When you’re done with it, you
really just feel a lot more calm and relaxed and
able to go about things a lot better.”
He cites yoga as a stress-reliever, one he never
would have considered had he not learned it
from two friends in Tanzania during his gap
year. Each day, he recounts, they would hike to
the top of a mountain and do yoga. He gained a
new-found respect for the activity.
Back in the aerobics room, the group enters
the child pose, which requires them to sit on
their heels with their arms outstretched on the
mat in front of them. Brown reminds them their
forehead should also be touching the mat. Girls
laugh as they begin to get sore.
Brown attended some yoga classes back home
before college. At Dordt, she plays on the golf
team and says that yoga helps improve her
swing and mood.
Around 7:30, the group moves into its final
pose of the night. Everyone is instructed to
lay flat on their mats with their palms up and
eyes closed. They are encouraged to take deep
breaths. Everyone looks peaceful as the music
plays in the background.
“This is a common ending pose for most yoga
sessions,” Brown says. “So, we’re just going to
lay here awhile and relax our muscles and calm
our minds.”
After the pose is finished, Brown passes
around sheets on which members can mark
their experience level and whether they would
be interested in buying a yoga block. Members
then roll up their own mats or hang up the mats
provided by the Rec Center.
Off to the side, sophomore Lindsey Zuidema
and her roommate Julianna Tien stand together
chatting with a prospective student. Before the
Yoga Club, they had been doing yoga on their
own in the West Hall basement. Now, they are
happy to try out a group.
“I liked how it was relaxed,” Tien said. “The
instructors didn’t act like they knew everything.”
And that is exactly what Brown and Herrel are
aiming for.
“We just want to let people know it’s super
casual,” Brown said. “If you come, you can
either be really experienced and help some other
people out or just come and learn with us, too.”

New screening room
Josh Meribole -- Staff Writer

Next fall, Digital Media students will return to
Dordt to find a new film screening room. It will
be located next to the former black box theatre,
in what used to be the theatre department’s
electrics room and “chair room.” The room
will hold approximately 40 theatre seats, a 120”
wide screen and a new surround sound system.
Currently, digital media projects are done
in stereo. The new sound system lets students
project their work in a 5:1 or 7:1 setup. A 5:1
would let students choose which sounds come
from which speakers, allowing them to produce
higher quality work.
“It would be really nice to see your work the
way it was meant to be seen,” Digital Media
professor Mark Volkers said. The new screening
room may give the student the opportunity to
shows their work in both 4k or 2k resolutions.
Another benefit of the room will be the ability
to watch their films straight from Avid Media
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Composer, the editing software used by the
Digital media department. This means students
would not have to worry about exporting their
projects before playing them on the big screen.
For students like sophomore Nicholas Schnell,
the new optics would help with the editing
process, like giving students the ability to edit
their sound in the screening room. He sees the
process as helpful for building communication
as they work to produce their final products like
the professionals do in Hollywood.
“It a great opportunity for the student to
experience what it could be like if they chase
their dreams and end up on the big screen,”
Schnell said.
Other classes about film will also have access
to the room, but whether or not the general
student body will get access is yet to be seen.
The screening room is set to be finished on July
15th.

· Feature·
The history of President Hoekstra
Rochelle VanderHelm -- Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
It’s the last year of President Dr. Eric
Hoekstra’s undergraduate studies at Trinity
Christian College. At that time, he is simply
known as Mr. Erik Hoekstra. He’s trying to
apply for seminary, but something is holding
him back. Vocational indecision bothers many
students, and Hoekstra is no stranger to it.
In the end, seminary wasn’t the answer.
“It felt disingenuous” Hoekstra said. “I taught
catechism classes…and I hated it and was bad at
it…I really loved business.”
At 14, Hoekstra, like many young men,
pushed a lawnmower with a friend for pocket
cash. After a while, opportunities came plowing
their way, and what was an adolescent odd job
turned into more than 70 yards and additional
landscaping jobs during the summer. By his
senior year of high school, he had a flourishing
business.
“I had college students working for me
when I was a high school student,” Hoekstra
said. Incidentally, he only ever thought of
the business as a way to pay the bills for his
seminary-shaped trajectory.
Instead of seminary, Hoekstra decided to

pursue his love of business. Holding a degree
in History and Philosophy, he began to traverse
the world of business with no formal training
except, “the school of hard-knocks, or the
school of life-experience.”
After a few years and a spell at Western
Michigan University, Hoekstra graduated with
a master’s degree in International Management
from The Rotterdam School of Management of
Erasmus University in the Netherlands. A small
hop from Rotterdam lies the town of Dordrecht,
the namesake of Dordt College.
After intermittent stints teaching Business at
Dordt, working in business, and administering
as Dordt’s Provost, he was asked to apply for
the presidency after former president, Dr. Carl
E. Zylstra, stepped down.
“I think doors just opened for him,” said Dr.
Barb Hoekstra, his wife, who has been teaching
education at Dordt for many years. “I thought:
You had better not mess this up, because Dordt
has something special.”
All previous presidents of the college had been
pastors prior to their positions as president, and
there was some talk that the community would
be concerned about Hoekstra not sharing that
distinction. In 2012, when Hoekstra was up for
the job, the question was posed: Does it matter
if there is a non-pastor-president?
“The answer was, ‘no.’ They need to do a good
job,” said Leah Zuidema, Associate Provost and
Dean of Curriculum and Instruction. Zuidema
served on the committee that hired Hoekstra,
as well as the one that selected the previous
president.
Although he comes from a largely Business
and Management background, college
presidency was not a foreign concept to
Hoekstra. Both his father and his wife served
as presidents of Trinity Christian College, only
many years apart.
“Is it the family business?” Dr. Hoekstra
laughs.
At the beginning of every school year, the
entire freshman class takes the Strengths Finder
assessment in CORE 100. President Hoekstra
took it, too. His wife has them scribbled inside
of her copy of Tim Rath’s book, Strengthsfinder
2.0, “Strategic, Learner, Command, Achiever,
and Activator.”

Not surprisingly, these strengths drive his
work.
The boardroom’s sweeping windows show
a façade of twirling white. Snow coils off
the top of the skywalk but inside, it is only
calm conversation; presided over by the three
distinguished profiles of former presidents.
They smile out from smoky images mounted
behind glass and wood as they observe the
proceedings.
President Hoekstra delivers his report, just as
these three presidents must have done before
him. The role of president is to do as these three
do: watch.
According to Hoekstra, the president’s job
is to consider the climate of higher education
nationally and internationally and tells the
board about it. It is his job to recognize trends
and decipher what is vital and what is irrelevant.
“There is no off duty…I don’t think students
realize how much he is gunning for them…
his eyes are always watching to make sure
everything is taken care of,” Dr. Hoekstra said.
She describes how a simple walk on campus is
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a part of his work.
“There’s a narrative out there…that questions
whether higher education is important,
especially against private higher education,”
said John Baas, Vice President for College
Advancement. But he sees Hoekstra as someone
who can articulate a compelling vision and get
people on board—and donors excited.
“The office of president isn’t a person; it’s a
task…I see that as a team thing,” Hoekstra said.
“My goal is that when I am signing diplomas, I
don’t come across a name and go, ‘I don’t know
who that is.’” If you pass by President Hoekstra,
chances are he’ll greet you by name.
“I do have a fairly competitive spirit, and I
want to win,” Hoekstra said, “I want Dordt to
be the best school.”
From philosopher and historian, to
businessman, to professor and provost, to
president of Dordt College, Hoekstra believes
God had a plan in all the seemingly random
missteps.
“I’m glad Jesus is in the boat,” he said.

Contributed Photo

Joke’s on you: prank war held on campus
Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

Photo by Dordt.pranks Instagram
It’s a little after midnight on the night before
Valentine’s day. Two pranksters, BB and JS,
whose names have been shortened to protect
their identities, are plotting in the Campus
Center.
The Dordt Pranks Instagram page called for
a prank war five days previously. The page,
which has been active since November of
2018, posts pictures of pranks from around
campus—ranging from saran-wrapped vehicles
to dead animals in dorm buildings. On Feb. 8,
they challenged Dordt students to come up with
creative pranks and send them their photos.
BB and JS are taking up the gauntlet. After all,
there is a $50 cash prize.
Midway through the prank war, the two

discuss the merits and demerits of various
pranks—reminiscing about floors covered in
water cups and something involving cattail
fuzz and balloons. They call themselves “semiprofessionals” in the art of pranking at this
point.
The mission for tonight is to wrap the clock
tower in streamers and build a snowman on top
of the nearby brick column bearing the Dordt
seal.
The two stroll out of the Campus Center and
begin examining the conditions. It’s around 26
degrees outside and the snow is powdery to
the touch—poor snowman-making material.
In addition, the third prankster, designated to
bring a ladder for the night’s escapades, never
showed.
“Pranks do not go as planned. They evolve,”
BB says.
After further deliberation, the two decide to
still put the rolls of white and pink streamers
to good use.
In the Campus Center hangs a large art display
of silver metal and yellow half-circles. Usually,
it slowly rotates and changes shape with the
occasional draft. Tonight, it’s going to get a new
addition.
BB stands on the balcony overlooking the
Grille and throws a white roll of streamers over
the mobile. It arcs over the installation and
lands on the ground near JS, who tears it off.
“They should consider this art,” said JS while
rewinding the rolls to throw back up to the
balcony, “it’s no less art than stacking cards
together—or metal.”
After multiple rounds of throwing the two rolls
back and forth between them, the streamers are
running low. The two start tying one end of each
streamer to one of their gloves. It makes loud

slapping noises as the glove hits the wooden
floor after each arc through the air.
A man steps in on the two at work, telling
them that he works for Dordt and asking them
take the streamers down. The pranksters reply
that they have permission from Robert Taylor
and had promised to clean it up during the
weekend. He leaves after a handshake and was
not identified.
The two pranksters continue throwing
streamers in the air. Barely five minutes later,
Larry Van Gelder from Dordt maintenance also
walks by. He asks the two about their prank
and told them that as long as they cleaned it
up, he didn’t care. Van Gelder then went back
to wiping tables, chuckling at a joke BB made
about celebrating “single’s awareness day.”
It’s nearly 1:00 a.m. The two now try to throw
streamers over the mobile from the ground floor
instead of the balcony.
“Bingo!” A pink streamer flutters to the
ground. “I spoke too soon.”
JS starts tearing off a couple feet from the
streamers where they hang near the floor. “I’m
breaking them just above my head so that all
these tall Dutch people will hit their heads,” he
says.
BB tapes a rough geometrical heart using
scraps of pink streamers on one of the windows.
In the center, he puts their calling card—a piece
of paper with a note.
“Not one of my better jobs, but I’ll put our
signature on it.” He laughs, “Oh wait, I did.”
The finished product is around a dozen white
and pink streamers haphazardly hanging from
the mobile, each with an end taped to the
balcony for easier clean-up. Two loose strands
hang over air-conditioning vents and flutter out
over the space.
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The new art addition in the Campus Center
doesn’t last 24 hours. It’s taken down before
praise and worship the next evening. A few
short strands of white and pink dangled high
over the student’s heads as they sing.
Dordt Pranks posted the champion prank that
Saturday, Feb. 16. The accompaning photos
showed replacing orange juice with mac ‘n
cheese sauce, placing corn kernels in a student’s
bed, filling a salt shaker with sugar, and hanging
a stuffed dog from an apartment ceiling.
According to Dordt Pranks, they saw a clear
winner from the seven entries. The page says
they judged pranks based on creativity, but that
the goal of the prank war was to “encourage
people to get off their video games and have
some good lighthearted fun with friends.”
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(cont.) Take a trip with
Cultural Fair
Continued from page 1
it brought all of the countries together in one
school and one community.
“I loved how people were proudly teaching
and showing others about their cultures,” said

Grace Son, who was part of the Korean booth.
“I felt like I became an ambassador of my
country, so I really wanted to do my best and I
saw a lot of people doing that as well - the effort
and time that they dedicated was priceless.”

Photo Contributed by Retasya Badudu

(cont.) Close-up on campus worship
Continued from page 4
ogether for an hour each week in addition to
individual practices. This is their last chance to
make sure nothing unexpected happens during
chapel.
Baart goes over to the drum set, smiles and
waves at Gaines through the shield. Gaines
keeps the rhythm going.
Suddenly, De Groot stops the band. “We’re
rushing the beat,” he says. He holds up both
hands, palms nearly touching. “This is our
window of failure on this song.”
Baart, who had been sorting his notes, looks
up with an expression of curiosity.
Groen explains. “If we’re not in that window,
the song doesn’t work.”
The band starts at the beginning again. Groen
takes the melody, Vermeer the harmony. A few
riffs pull out of sync during the bridge, but
otherwise all goes well.

There’s still some time before chapel starts,
so they run through each song once more. This
time, Groen takes the harmony on “How Great
Thou Art” and Vermeer takes the melody. The
next song also goes quickly, so they return to
the third song:
“Your promise still stands. Great is your
faithfulness.”
The bridge pulls out of sync again. “We’re
still rushing,” De Groot says. Vermeer runs to
her backpack, grabs a metronome, and sets the
tempo to about 88 beats per minute. The team
starts back at the beginning. This time, the
bridge snaps into place.
It’s 10:50 a.m. and the auditorium starts to fill.
In the background, snatches of Kristian Stanfill
play through the speakers again. Onstage near
the side entrance, Baart and the team close
rehearsal with prayer. All that remains is to lead
the students in worship

Career Development serves
Etiquette Dinner

Spencer Short -- Staff Writer

On February 26, Dordt students enjoyed a
little slice of the high-life, albeit in the back
of the Commons. The Etiquette Dinner, hosted
yearly by the Career Development Office, gives
students a little insight into what a dinner on the
fancier end of things may look like for them if
they attend one in the future.
Boasting a 50-dollar meal, Dordt dining
cooked up everything from beef tenderloins
to hors d’oeuvres and sorbet. The cost of all
this? Only 12 dollars. The relatively small
price is what brings many students to the
dinner. However, Missy Mulder, Dordt’s Career
Development Coordinator, says the benefits for
students is more than just amazing food.
“Learning how to eat correctly releases you
from thinking hard about what you’re doing and
lets you speak more,” Mulder said. “Lots of job
interviews include some form of meal at some
point, so it offers some important skills to learn.
It shows your employer that you know what to
do with your napkin.”
Mulder inherited the Etiquette Dinner in
2014 from the former Career Development
Coordinator and has kept it going since. The
dinner has been stated as good opportunity
to network within the community and at the
college. Groups of students are placed at a
table with a professional, one who either works
at Dordt or in the community, who asks them
questions. This makes it seem like the students
are truly in a job interview setting.

The training involved at the dinner covers
how to balance and hold your plate, napkin
and drink all in one hand. You need the other
for shaking and eating, according to a campuswide email about the event. Students also learn
which piece of silverware to use and how to eat
properly.
“Soup is actually meant to be scooped away
from you, not towards you,” Mulder said as an
example.
Although the Etiquette Dinner has already
passed, Missy’s love of the event shows it will
not be going anywhere any time soon. The
event allows Dordt students to learn how to,
according to the campus-wide email, “not be
the awkward one at dinner with your significant
other’s parents or your date at that expensive
restaurant.” You may have missed it this year,
but if you’re interested, there’s always next
time.
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(cont.) Emergency declared
to fund border wall
Continued from page 2
acting rightly within his constitutional authority.
“House Democrats’ angst over Congress’s power
of the purse is unwarranted,” said Representative
Doug Collins of Georgia, the ranking Republican
on the House Judiciary Committee, “especially
since the commander in chief’s authority to
redirect military funds for a national emergency
is affirmed in a law passed by their own branch.”
This matter has also spread to the states, as 16
states have sued the President for declaring a
national emergency.
While many people are particularly divided on
this issue, former Dordt student Juliana Martinez

tries to understand both viewpoints in this heated
debate.
“I never like it when the President has to use
more power than necessary,” said Martinez. “As
Trump has said numerous times, Congress should
have taken care of this. Congress should be
funding the border, but something has to be done.
So I’m thankful that Trump is finally securing our
southern border.”
Regardless, border security continues to be an
extremely divisive issue throughout the country,
and it doesn’t look like it will be getting any less
contentious any time soon.

